
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

TotaLand: Revolutionizing Landman Operations with Innovative Software 

Streamlined Billing, Efficient Operations, and Unparalleled Convenience at Your Fingertips 

[Lafayette, August 22, 2023] – In an era where efficiency and innovation drive business success, 
TotaLand emerges as the ultimate solution for landmen professionals seeking to optimize their 
operations and billing processes. TotaLand, the cutting-edge software for landmen, redefines 
how broker and client billing are managed, transforming the landscape of land-related 
transactions. 

The traditional complexities of broker and client billing have long plagued the landmen industry, 
causing delays, overhead burdens, and missed opportunities. Recognizing these challenges, 
TotaLand has developed a game-changing platform that empowers brokers to conquer billing 
tasks with unprecedented speed and accuracy. With TotaLand, the billing process becomes a 
breeze, allowing brokers to swiftly complete daily billing items, effortlessly attach scanned 
receipts if needed, and seamlessly submit invoices online. 

"We understand the daily challenges faced by landmen professionals in managing their billing 
responsibilities. TotaLand was conceived with the aim of simplifying these processes, enhancing 
efficiency, and enabling brokers to focus on what truly matters – their core business 
operations," said Alan C. Day, President of TotaLand. 

An innovative feature of TotaLand is its capacity to seamlessly integrate broker billing data into 
client invoices. This streamlined approach eliminates redundancies and ensures accuracy, 
further contributing to efficiency gains and improved client relationships. 

But the benefits of TotaLand don't end at billing. TotaLand offers a comprehensive suite of tools 
that redefine the concept of a "Virtual Office" for landmen. The platform enables users to 
effortlessly manage tracts and ownership, generate executable documents, process payments 
and generate reports, update notes and statuses, create run sheets and abstracts, and even 
explore interactive GIS maps – all from any location around the globe. 

TotaLand's secure cloud-based architecture eliminates the need for extensive investments in 
hardware or software installations. The software operates on a flat monthly license fee model, 
offering flexibility without long-term commitments. 

"Whether you're a brokerage firm seeking consistency and control or an organization that 
collaborates with multiple brokerages, TotaLand brings unparalleled cost-effectiveness and 
operational excellence to your operations," added Day.  



Discover the future of landman operations with TotaLand. Experience firsthand the efficiency, 
control, and convenience it brings to every aspect of your business. To learn more and explore 
the features of TotaLand, visit www.TotaLand.com. 

For media inquiries, please contact: 

Michele Day, Marketing Specialist, mday@totaland.com, 800-465-5877 

About TotaLand: 

TotaLand is a pioneering software solution designed to revolutionize the operations of landmen 
professionals. With a focus on streamlining billing processes, enhancing efficiency, and 
providing unparalleled convenience, TotaLand empowers landmen to excel in their field. Its 
comprehensive suite of tools and user-friendly interface redefine how land-related tasks are 
managed, making TotaLand the premier choice for landman software. 
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